
Our company is hiring for a geophysicist. If you are looking for an exciting place to
work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for geophysicist

Manage and monitor the quality of geophysical data acquisition by the
site/field geophysicists from geophysical systems including advanced
electromagnetic induction (EMI) instruments like MetalMapper and TEMTADS
Perform geophysical data collection, processing, and analysis for advanced
classification methods and when necessary traditional digital geophysical
mapping surveys
Prepare planning documents such as a Geophysical Classification for
Munitions Response Uniform Federal Policy for Quality Assurance Project
Plan (AGC QAPP)
Confirms company geophysical projects are being conducted in a manner
that assures technical completeness, accuracy and ingenuity and identifies
and secures additional expertise where needed
Contribute to all stages of seismic processing including data conditioning,
noise suppression, data enhancement, velocity analysis, and imaging
Conduct analysis, recognize issues, support the formulation of new and
innovative workflows and methods to resolve problems, and ensure optimal
quality of results
Work with computational scientists, engineers, and geoscientists to deliver,
test, and support various geophysics computational tools, models,
algorithms, and software
Interpret time and depth seismic volumes to identify faults and geological
horizons (stratigraphic boundaries, reservoir delineation)
Interpret advanced seismic attributes for enhanced interpretation
Familiarity with seismic characterization using AVO, seismic inversion
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Proficiency required with advanced geoscience concepts, including structural,
facies and sequence stratigraphic analysis and seismic recognition of
hydrocarbon indicators
Familiar with seismic attributes and inversion techniques and their application
to hydrocarbon detection in sandstones, carbonates and shales
Knowledge of micro-seismic fundamentals, theory and applications
Evaluate seismic acquisition and processing plans proposed by the operator
and make sound recommendations to subsurface team, Geoscience Function
and management
Oversee the acquisition and processing of all seismic activities in the field
Collaborate with Geoscience Function and Central Engineering on geological
/geophysical matters


